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Hardware
Rabbit ECU hardware is a PCB complete with 32W and 48W wiring harness header plugs, and headers to
accept an Arduino Due controller. The pin-outs for the 32W and 48W header plugs are found in the
document MDAC Rabbit ECU Pinout. The pin-out for Arduino Due is found online.

Inputs
Analog Input 1-4
Analog inputs 1-4 have configurable 470 ohm pull-up resistors that are activated by the connection of
R11001 and R11002 (added by default). Removing these resistors causes these inputs to have a pulldown impedance of 44k. The input range is 0-5V. With pull-up resistor activated, these inputs are used
as temperature sensor inputs.
These inputs can be programmed for various sensor inputs, but the recommended defaults are:
Input
Analog 1
Analog 2
Analog 3
Analog 4

Default Sensor
Air Temp Sensor
Coolant Temp Sensor
-

Please note also that inputs Analog 1, 2 and 4 can be internally required for timing purposes in
multi cylinder applications and may not be available. In this case, temperatures sensors can be wired to
analog input 5-8 with an external pull-up resistor, or temperatures can be read from CAN from the
piggy-backed system. See injector and igniter section for more details.

Analog Input 5-8
Analog inputs 5-8 have a pull-down impedance of 44k and input range 0-5V. These inputs are useful for
connecting to throttle position sensor (TPS) signal, air flow meter (AFM) signal, etc. Analog input 6 is
dedicated internally to battery voltage sensing and should not be used with Arduino Due.
These inputs can be programmed for various sensor inputs, but the recommended defaults are:
Input
Analog 5
Analog 6
Analog 7
Analog 8

Default Sensor
MAP/AFM/AMM
TPS

Configuring Analog Inputs
The sensor inputs can be configured for various functions. Common sensor inputs for temperature,
pressure, airflow and position are configured in the Sensors settings group of the MAP-MATE software.

Crank+ & Cam+
These two inputs are designed to accept the following inputs:
1. Hall Effect/optical. The input has a 470 ohm pull-up resistor selected in software (see Base
Configuration). The pull-up resistor is connected to 5V, and the switch point is approximately
2.5V. The input will accept a voltage range of 0V to battery voltage. The input hysteresis
strength is adjustable to 3 different settings in the Sensors setting view.
2. Magnetic reluctor inputs. There is no activated pull-up resistor and there is a pull-down
impedance of 44k. The magnetic reluctor reference is ground, meaning the second terminal of
the reluctor should be grounded to an ECU ground pin. The input hysteresis strength is
adjustable to 3 different settings in the Sensors setting view. The input range for the reluctor
signal is +-15V.

Power & Ground
There are 7 ground inputs. Pins AL1, AL2, BG2 and BH2 are high current power grounds and at least two
should be connected to the engine block. The remaining grounds are intended as signal ground outputs
and are internally connected to the ECU ground plane.
The ECU has no constant battery voltage inputs. 12V power inputs BG1 and BH1 should be switched
from battery via a relay that is triggered from ignition power.
The 5V reference should be lightly loaded with sensors such as TPS with impedance greater than 5k.

CAN Bus
A 500 kbps CAN bus is included, and can be connected to a piggy-back installation OEM CAN bus, or
used as stand-alone to connect to an OBD2 to wireless or USB dongle, or to a general purpose CAN<>USB dongle for connecting to MAP-MATE.

Outputs

Injectors
4 Injector drivers INJ-AE, BF, CG and DH are ~2A rated for up to 2 parallel wired high impedance
injectors. The drivers can tolerate a temporary short circuit without damage.
Injector drivers INJ-AE and INJ-DH require jumper links to operate. Use the following table as a guide for
wiring your fuel injectors and any jumper links.

Configuration
4 cylinder batch
fire
4 cylinder
sequential

6 cylinder batch
or semisequential fire
8 cylinder batch
or semisequential fire

INJ-AE
Injector 1st to fire
(link Arduino
PWM13 to
Arduino A4)
Injector 1st and 2nd
to fire (link
Arduino PWM13
to Arduino A4)
Injector 1st and 2nd
to fire (link
Arduino PWM13
to Arduino A4)

INJ-BF
Injector 1st and 2nd
to fire
Injector 2nd to fire

INJ-CG
Injector 3rd and 4th
to fire
Injector 3rd to fire

Injector 3rd and 4th
to fire

Injector 5th and 6th
to fire

Injector 3rd and 4th
to fire

Injector 5th and 6th
to fire

INJ-DH
Injector 4th to fire
(link Arduino
PWM10 to
Arduino A6)
-

Injector 5th and 6th
to fire (link
Arduino PWM10
to Arduino A6)

The underside of the Rabbit ECU has jumper link pads to easily create links with hook-up wire.

Motor Drivers
4 push-pull 1A motor drivers are available for stepper motor, relay and solenoid driving and for igniter
signals. The output is 0V low and battery voltage high. The drivers can tolerate temporary short circuit
without damage and are thermally protected.
Motor drivers are used as igniter output when needed. Igniter signals IGT-CG and INJ-DH require jumper
links to operate. Use the following table as a guide for wiring your fuel injectors and any jumper links.

Configuration
4 cylinder
wasted spark
4 cylinder direct
fire

IGT-AE
Igniter 1st to fire

IGT-BF
Igniter 2nd to fire

IGT-CG
-

IGT-DH
-

Igniter 1st to fire

Igniter 2nd to fire

6 cylinder
wasted spark

Igniter 1st to fire

Igniter 2nd to fire

Igniter 4th to fire
(link Arduino
PWM7 to Arduino
A4)
-

8 cylinder
wasted spark

Igniter 1st to fire

Igniter 2nd to fire

Igniter 3rd to fire
(link Arduino
PWM6 to Arduino
A7)
Igniter 3rd to fire
(link Arduino
PWM6 to Arduino
A7)
Igniter 3rd to fire
(link Arduino
PWM6 to Arduino
A7)

Igniter 4th to fire
(link Arduino
PWM7 to Arduino
A4)

Relay Drivers
8 low-side relay drivers LS1-8 are provided and are 500mA rated. The drivers can tolerate a temporary
short circuit without damage. The drivers can be parallel wired for extra current if required.

MAP-MATE For Rabbit ECU
The MAP-MATE
MATE tool is used to calibrate the Rabbit ECU. It is also used for data
data-logging
logging and real-time
real
data display when connected via USB cable. It is also pos
possible to connect MAP-MATE
MATE using 500 kbps CAN
by using a USB<->CAN
>CAN converter. MAP
MAP-MATE has a separate MAP-MATE User Guide with extensive
information.

Base Configuration
The base configuration window displays the trigger setup. These settings are important
importan and not
normally changed once configured. It is not recommended to change any of these settings when the
engine is running, except to set the base timing.

1. Sync points (sync pattern)
Sync points are the trigger edges that are used to schedule the ign
ignition
ition and injection events.
In this example setup, a Hall
Hall-Effect
Effect distributor is used that gives a rising edge at 5 degrees BTDC
and a falling edge at 41 degrees BTDC.. It is only required to input the sync points over 360
degrees of crankshaft rotation. To manually set up these points, enter “0, 144, 180, 324” and
press “Input Sync Pattern” – these are the angle of rotation travelled from the first point. It is
not required to input “5” or ““-5” for the first point at 5 BTDC – this offset is taken care of in
another setting (see 13).

Use the trigger configuration menu wizard to load already defined triggers and save you
entering the data
2. Sync edges (secondary pattern)
Sync edges are edges produced by the camshaft position sensor. They are used by a sequential
system to synchronize engine position across 720 degrees. The sync edges are not used in this
non-sequential example.
3. Crank edges (primary pattern)
In this example, the crank edges are all used as sync points and are the same. To manually set
up these points, enter “0, 144, 180, 324” and press “Input Primary Pattern”.

The minimum recommended crank edge pattern is an edge at around 60 BTDC. Note that in this
case, both rising and falling edges are used as they are both reliable on a Hall-Effect sensor. For
a magnetic reluctor sensor, only the steepest edge (ether rising or falling) should be used as a
timing edge.
4. Primary Edge Setup
The primary edge setup controls which crank edges are processed. Three values are possible:




0 for rising edges
1 for falling edges
2 for any edge

For Hall-Effect crank trigger arrangements with greater than 8 edges per engine rotation, it is
recommended to use either rising or falling edge to reduce the processing load.
5. Secondary Edge Setup
The secondary edge setup is the same as for primary edge setup.
6. Primary VR Enable
This setting controls the magnetic variable reluctance detection circuit crank (primary) input.
There are two modes of operation:



(1) VR on – the pull-up resistor is disabled on the crank (primary trigger) input and a
variable reluctance sensor can be used, with the reference grounded.
(0) VR off – the pull-up resistor is enabled and a Hall-Effect, optical or any square wave
input can be used. The amplitude must be at least 3.3V, reference grounded.

7. Secondary VR Enable
This setting controls the magnetic variable reluctance detection circuit sync (secondary) input.
The setting operates the same as the primary enable.
8. Primary First Edge Rising
This setting is on (1) when the edge at the start of the crank (primary) pattern is a rising edge.
9. Secondary First Edge Rising
This setting is on (1) when the edge at the start of the sync (secondary) pattern is a rising edge.
10. Trigger type
This setting is zero for automatic triggers. An automatic trigger can be a simple pattern of edges
or a simple series of close equal distance edges that have missing tooth/teeth. A non-zero value
is a value that accompanies a custom trigger, added to the code-base for a complex trigger.

11. Sync type
This setting is zero for automatic trig
triggers. Similar to Trigger Type, a non-zero
zero value accompanies
a custom trigger.
12. Sync phase repeats
This setting is 1 for a trigger that repeats every 360 crank degrees (a non
non-sequential
sequential system), or
2 for a trigger that repeats every 720 crank degrees (a sequ
sequential
ential system). For sequential
systems, a sync channel input must be used.
13. Timing Main Offset
This setting allows for an angle offset from TDC to the first edge of the crank trigger (primary)
pattern. When the edge occurs before TDC, then the value is nega
negative
tive crank degrees. When the
edge occurs after TDC, then the value is positive crank degrees. In the example, this setting is -5
degrees because the edge occurs at 5 BTDC.

Tuning Maps and Tables
3D Maps
Maps are arrays with an X and Y axis. Shown below is part of a 3D map with X-axis engine speed (RPM)
and Y-axis manifold pressure (kPa).

In the template calibration files of the MAP-MATE software for Rabbit ECU, the X and Y axis for Ignition
Timing, VE and target AFR are:
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The 3D map dimensions are 17 x 17. It is only possible to change the axes indexing data (for example
from RPM and MAP axes to Alpha-n RPM and TPS axes) by choosing a different firmware/A2L file
combination.
The actual axis-points data can be modified to give a different spread of values, for example a larger
boost range.

Use the axes editor to adjust the axes spread data.

Primary Timing
This map contains the 3D timing advance that is this base for normal timing calculations. There is no
closed throttle timing advance map. The map is 3D interpolated and has many 2D offset adjustment
tables.

Volumetric efficiency
The volumetric efficiency (VE) table is required for VE mode fuel calculation. The VE method is used in
conjunction with a MAP sensor to estimate airflow. VE is a measure of how efficiently air flows through
the intake and exhaust valves. A 2 litre engine that ‘breathes’ 1.5 litres of air at wide open throttle each
engine cycle has 75% VE.
To tune the VE table, the engine is operated at different load and rpm points and the VE adjusted so that
the measured AFR is close to the Target AFR table (see TargetAFR).

Target AFR
The target AFR table is used to calculate the fuel injection amount. The injector flow rate, cylinder
capacity and volumetric efficiency values must be inputted before for this table to work correctly.
The exhaust AFR should be close (within 0.5 AFR point) to this target value after the volumetric
efficiency table is tuned.

3. 2D Tables
Tables are arrays with only an X axis. Shown below is part of a 2D table with X-axis sensor voltage (V).

In the template configurations of the MAP-MATE software for Rabbit ECU, the X axes for 2D tables are
common for groups such as sensor voltage, temperature, etc. Like with 3D maps, it is only possible to
change the axes dimensions and base data by choosing a different firmware/A2L file combination that
suits your application.

CTS Table
This map contains the 2D data that sets the relationship between coolant temperature sensor (CTS)
voltage and sensor temperature. The coolant temperature drops as sensor voltage rises. Most CTS
sensors are similar but this table can be adjusted for a different sensor.

CTS Enrichment
This map contains the 2D data that controls the warm up AFR correction based on coolant temperature.
Depending on the engine design, it is usually necessary to enrich the AFR, especially at idle and tip-in, to
get stable warm up driving. It is best for emissions to reduce the enrichment to zero at as low
temperature as possible (say around 50C).

CTS Start Enrichment
At cold cranking conditions, it is usually required to add significant amounts of fuel for the engine to
start. The AFR required to start a very cold engine might drop as low as 5:1, meaning roughly three
times as much fuel is required for starting compared with a hot start. The CTS Start Enrichment table
provides this enrichment, which cancels as soon as the engine speed reaches idle speed.

CTS Post Start Enrichment
After start, the engine might need additional fuel enrichment to stabilize the idle and tip-in mostly due
to cold valves and intake ports. These heat quickly and the post start enrichment value set at cranking
decays over seconds, depending on engine speed.

ATS Table
This table contains the 2D data that sets the relationship between air temperature sensor (ATS) voltage
and sensor temperature. The air temperature drops as sensor voltage rises. Most ATS sensors are similar
but this table can be adjusted for a different sensor.

ATS Fuel Trim
This table contains the 2D data that controls the AFR correction for air temperature in speed density
(MAP sensor) systems. In speed density mode, the air flow calculated is in volume per second form.
Because hot air is less dense than cold air, this table provides the necessary correction for air
temperature. When a mass airflow (MAF) system is used, there is no need for this table, except possibly
to artificially enrich the AFR under high boost temperatures.

AFM Transfer Function
This table contains the 2D data that describes the air flow meter (AFM) or air mass meter (AMM)
function. Typically for an AMM the mass flow g/s is plotted against output voltage. This function almost
always rises slowly at the low airflow and rises sharply at high airflows. This gives better resolution at
light loads.
The AFM/AMM is not used in speed density (MAP sensor) mode. If the mass flow g/s versus output
voltage for the AMM in not known, it is possible to adjust this table so the measured AFR equals the AFR
target.
For frequency type AMM, it is possible to input signal to the cam sync channel.

Throttle Movement Trim
This table contains the 2D data for adjusting fuel trim based on throttle movement, typically know as
‘throttle pump’. Fuel injected amount lags the ideal amount because of sensor response and processing
time, so it may be required to add some extra fuel when the throttle is quickly opened. Also, to remove
unwanted AFR richening on fast throttle closing the table can set for negative enrichment.
The indexing of this table moves to the left of center on closing throttle movement and to the right of
center on opening throttle movement.

Tip In Trim
Tip in is the opening of the throttle from closed. It is usually required to enrich the AFR for a brief period
to achieve a smooth throttle response. This table contains fuel trim versus rpm to tune this effect.

CTS Timing Trim
This table contains the 2D data for ignition trim adjustment versus coolant temperature. Typically more
ignition advance can be programmed at lower temperatures before detonation occurs, and additional
cold ignition advance can also help with idle stability and drivability during warm-up. At engine overheat
temperature a significant ignition retard can give a protective effect.

ATS Timing Trim
This table contains the 2D data for ignition trim versus intake air temperature. This ability to trim
ignition advance is similar to the CTS timing trim. This is particularly important for turbo engines where
it is desirable to reduce ignition advance at high intake temperatures to avoid detonation.

ISC Target Idle Speed
This table contains the 2D data for desired idle speed versus coolant temperature. Usually the engine
idle speed falls as temperature increases.

Dwell Curve
The dwell curve describes the coil charging time which is shorter at high battery voltage. A normal
battery voltage value of 3ms is typical.

Injector Response Curve
Like the ignition coil dwell curve, the injector response curve compensates for slower injector opening at
lower battery voltages. The value is effectively the injector opening time minus the closing time at a
given battery voltage. It is important to set this data correctly otherwise the VE table can become
skewed in speed density mode, or target AFR is impossible to reach in AFM/AMM mode.
1. Too high values result in ‘too rich’ condition at idle and light throttle, requiring an unnatural
drop in VE values at light loads, or generally just too rich in light airflow AFM/AMM mode
2. Too low values result in ‘too lean’ condition at idle and light throttle or impossible to tune at
very short injector opening time

3. Settings
Settings are single values that aren’t part of a 3D map or 2D table. Settings are displayed in groups
within the settings view. You can navigate through the settings groups using the <> buttons or by
selecting the settings group within the project view tree.

Some settings need information from other sources than this guide. For example, IO resources
are numbered in the MAP-MATE folder C:\MDAC\ECUHOST\Help Files “Rabbit ECU Due IO” file.

The settings are all defined within the A2L file being used. The A2L file characteristic inspector
within MAP-MATE gives more information than is shown here:
1. Setting min and max values
2. Setting scaling and units
3. Data-type used

Settings Groups
Closed Loop Fuel Settings
CLO2 EST Trim Pos
Maximum added timing to stabilize torque during lean swing
CLO2 EST Trim Neg
Maximum subtracted timing to stabilize torque during rich swing
ISC EST Trim Pos
Maximum added timing to stabilize torque during lean swing at idle
ISC EST Trim Neg
Maximum subtracted timing to stabilize torque during rich swing at idle
CLO2 Step Closed
Percent change is closed loop trim on O2 switch change closed throttle
CLO2 Step Open
Percent change is closed loop trim on O2 switch change open throttle
CLO2 Inc Closed
Percent change is closed loop trim each cycle change closed throttle

CLO2 Inc Open
CLO2 Sequence
STT Neg Limit
STT Pos Limit

Percent change is closed loop trim each cycle change open throttle
Injection sequence to CLO2 bank bits. E.g. 0110 means first injector bank 1,
second third injector bank 2, fourth injector bank 1
Maximum negative CLO2 fuel trim e.g. 0.8 means -20%
Maximum negative CLO2 fuel trim e.g. 1.2 means +20%

Ignition Settings
EST Filter Closed
EST Filter Open
EST CL Gain
Wasted Spark Enable
EST 1 IO resource
EST 2 IO resource
EST 3 IO resource
EST 4 IO resource
EST AE IO Mux Resource
EST BF IO Mux Resource
EST CG IO Mux Resource
EST DH IO Mux Resource
Ignition Sequence AE
Ignition Sequence BF
Ignition Sequence CG
Ignition Sequence DH
OBD ISC Advance

Fuel Injection Settings
AFM Primary Input
Enable Closed
AFM Primary Input
Enable Open
Speed Density AFM TPS

Filter value to filter timing to smooth oscillations in low tooth count
triggers. Lower value means more filtering. Throttle closed setting
Filter value to filter timing to smooth oscillations in low tooth count
triggers. Lower value means more filtering. Throttle open setting
Idle speed ignition stabilize gain. Ignition timing is added or subtracted to
achieve idle speed. Higher value means more aggressive timing correction.
TBC
The Arduino timer resource used for first ignition channel (see help file
Rabbit ECU Due IO.pdf)
The Arduino timer resource used for second ignition channel
The Arduino timer resource used for third ignition channel
The Arduino timer resource used for fourth ignition channel
The Arduino pin that the signal is multiplexed for distributor igniter signal
The Arduino pin that the signal is multiplexed for distributor igniter signal
The Arduino pin that the signal is multiplexed for distributor igniter signal
The Arduino pin that the signal is multiplexed for distributor igniter signal
A number that controls how many times per cycle the ignition fires for the
first ignition channel. You should use the injection and ignition setup wizard
to set up this value
A number that controls how many times per cycle the ignition fires for the
second ignition channel
A number that controls how many times per cycle the ignition fires for the
third ignition channel
A number that controls how many times per cycle the ignition fires for the
fourth ignition channel
Set this value to 1 to enable the ignition advance at idle to be controlled by
the OEM ECU via OBD commands

Set value to 1 to enable AMM/AFM mode fuel calculations at closed throttle
Set value to 1 to enable AMM/AFM mode fuel calculations at open throttle
When closed AMM/AFM mode is used at closed throttle only, value sets the

Limit
Manifold Time Constant
Injector Flow Rate
Seq RPM Limit AE
Seq RPM Limit BF
Seq RPM Limit CG
Seq RPM Limit DH
Inj Divide
Fuel AE IO Resource

Returnless Pressure kPa

TPS limit where AMM/AFM blend finishes and pure speed density starts
Value for manifold characteristics (advanced user)
Total flow rate of all fuel injectors
The RPM limit before fuel cut occurs for the first injection channel
The RPM limit before fuel cut occurs for the second injection channel
The RPM limit before fuel cut occurs for the third injection channel
The RPM limit before fuel cut occurs for the fourth injection channel
Number of injection events per cycle
The Arduino timer resource used for first injection channel (see help file
Rabbit ECU Due IO.pdf)
The Arduino timer resource used for second injection channel
The Arduino timer resource used for third injection channel
The Arduino timer resource used for fourth injection channel
A number that controls how many times per cycle the injection fires for the
first injection channel. You should use the injection and ignition setup wizard
to set up this value
A number that controls how many times per cycle the injection fires for the
second injection channel
A number that controls how many times per cycle the injection fires for the
third injection channel
A number that controls how many times per cycle the injection fires for the
fourth injection channel
Minimum injection amount before non-linear injection effects start
Enables a return-less fuel system with a constant pressure (not regulated to
vacuum)
Sets the return-less system fuel pressure

Overrun Cut Settings
High Vacuum Enable kPa
High Vacuum Disable kPa
Overrun Cut Enable RPM
Overrun Cut Disable RPM
AFR Reinstate
AFR Cutoff

Manifold vacuum above which fuel cut-off can occur
Manifold vacuum under which fuel cut-off is cancelled
Engine speed above which fuel cut-off can occur
Engine speed below which fuel cut-off is cancelled
AFR target below which fuel cut-off is cancelled (14.7 disables this feature)
AFR target above which fuel cut-off is enabled (14.7 disables this feature)

Fuel BF IO Resource
Fuel CG IO Resource
Fuel DH IO Resource
Injection Sequence AE
Injection Sequence BF
Injection Sequence CG
Injection Sequence DH
Min Linear Fuel Pulse
Returnless Enable

Airflow Setup
Manifold Volume
Airflow Transient Enable
Cranking Airflow Enable

Volume of manifold for dynamic manifold effects calculation
Enables dynamic manifold effects calculations such as manifold capacitance
overshoot in AFM/AMM mode, manifold fuel charging in TBI systems
Enables the cranking airflow map in AFM/AMM systems where cranking
airflow is unreliable

Throttle Setup
TPS Closed Lower
TPS Closed Upper
TPS Cal Min
TPS Cal Max
Sensors
Simple Cam Sync Source
Cam Sync High Late
Cam Sync Sample Tooth
Trigger Pull Strength
Sync Pull Strength
TPS CAN Primary
PPS CAN Primary
CTS CAN Primary
ATS CAN Primary
MAP CAN Primary
MAP Sensor Gain
MAP Sensor Offset
TPS AD Resource
CTS AD Resource
ATS AD Resource
MAP AD Resource

Throttle angle under which throttle is considered closed
Throttle angle above which throttle is considered open
TPS voltage at which throttle is closed
TPS voltage at which throttle is wide open

IO resource for a simple cam sync signal. A simple cam sync is either high
and low voltage at the same point each engine revolution, and opposite in
the next engine revolution
Set to 1 if the cam sync is high in the second (late) engine revolution of the
cycle
The tooth count at which the simple cam sync is sampled
0, 1 or 2, increasing number as input trigger hysteresis increases
0, 1 or 2, increasing number as input cam sync hysteresis increases
Set to 1 if the TPS data is to be read from CAN rather than from a sensor
Set to 1 if the PPS data is to be read from CAN rather than from a sensor
Set to 1 if the CTS data is to be read from CAN rather than from a sensor
Set to 1 if the ATS data is to be read from CAN rather than from a sensor
Set to 1 if the MAP sensor data is to be read from CAN rather than from a
sensor
Gain adjustment for calibrating the analog MAP sensor
Offset adjustment for calibrating the analog MAP sensor
IO resource for the input TPS analog signal
IO resource for the input CTS analog signal
IO resource for the input ATS analog signal
IO resource for the input MAP sensor analog signal

Idle Speed Control

User Stepper Close Table
User Stepper Open Table
User Stepper Home Steps
IAC Steps Open Hot
IAC Steps Open Cold
Idle Entry RPM Offset
Stepper IAC Enable

Number controls the 4 steps of the stepper sequence closing
Number controls the 4 steps of the stepper sequence closing
Number of steps towards closing the motor will step at power on reset
Maximum number of steps open engine hot
Maximum number of steps open engine cold
RPM highest difference between actual and target idle speed that will allow
idle control to engage. Outside this range idle will be open loop
Ste to 1 to enable the stepper type idle speed control

Relay Control

Radiator Fan Off Temp
Radiator Fan On Temp
Fuel Pump Relay IO Resource
Thermofan Relay IO Resource
EST Bypass IO Resource
IAC 1 IO Resource
IAC 2 IO Resource
IAC 3 IO Resource
IAC 4 IO Resource

Coolant temperature under which radiator fan turns off
Coolant temperature above which radiator fan turns on
IO resource that controls the fuel pump relay
IO resource that controls the thermofan relay
IO resource that controls the EST bypass signal
IO resource that controls the stepper channel 1
IO resource that controls the stepper channel 2
IO resource that controls the stepper channel 3
IO resource that controls the stepper channel 4

Fuel Injection
Rabbit ECU has 4 injector drive circuits that can each control two high impedance (>10 ohm) injectors.
Injection can be controlled in two modes:
1. Batch fire injection that occurs twice per cycle. The injection starts to open at the same point
each engine revolution. It is possible to use this injection mode for low flowing injectors on
engines without a cam sensor.
2. Sequential fire injection that occurs once per cycle. The injection ends at the same point in the
engine cycle, just before the intake valve opens. A cam sensor is needed so the ECU can know
where in the complete cycle (two engine revolutions) to open and close the injector.

Sequencing
The injection events in the Rabbit ECU must occur within a window of engine revolution. For batch fire
injection, that window is 360 crank degrees. For sequential injection, the window is 720 crank degrees –
the complete engine cycle.

Batch Fire Injection

The above is an example of batch injection over a complete engine cycle. The yellow sync points repeat
over the cycle (see base setup). The injection sequence is 0202 because start of injection occurs at sync
point 02 each engine revolution. There are four injection channels that can each be scheduled to start
at different sync points within each engine revolution.

It isn’t actually too important at which sync point the batch injection starts at, as long as it is the
same each engine revolution!

Sequential Injection
Injecting into the intake port with the end of injection a little before intake valve opening is ideal.
Sequential injection requires a cam sync in addition to the crank trigger.

The above is an example of sequential injection timing in a system with 4 sync points. For cylinder 1, the
sync point around the middle of the complete engine cycle is close to intake valve opening. There is no
repeat of the sync points in a sequential injection system, so the injection sequence is simply 02.

Take a look at the base configuration to manually set up the injection schedule from the
displayed sync points. Or you can use the injection and ignition setup wizard!

Entering Injection Sequences
Entering the injection sequence needs an extra calculation because the number is hexadecimal.
For example, for a batch fire system where the injection sequences are 0101, 0202, 0303, 0404, the
conversion from hexadecimal is as follows:
Hexadecimal
0101
0202
0303
0404

Decimal
257
514
771
1028

The calculator in windows makes it easy to convert from hexadecimal to decimal in the
“programmer” tab.
These numbers are entered into the injection sequences:

Another example, for a sequential system where the injection sequences are 02, 03, 00, 01 the number
is added to ‘FF’ (FF tells the ECU the sequence is sequential) and the conversion from hexadecimal is as
follows:
Hexadecimal
FF02
FF03
FF00
FF01

Decimal
65282
65283
65280
65281

These numbers are entered into the injection sequences:

Ignition
Wasted Spark Ignition

The above is an example of wasted spark ignition over a complete engine cycle. The yellow sync points
repeat over the cycle (see base setup). The ignition sequence is 0000 because the ignition point occurs
just before 00 each engine revolution. There are four ignition channels that can each be scheduled to
start at different sync points within each engine revolution.

Direct Fire Ignition

The above iss an example of direct fire timing in a system with 4 sync points. For cylinder 1, the sync
point at 0 is close to the TDC firing position
position.. There is no repeat of the sync points in a sequential
injection system, so the ignition
n sequence is simply 00.

Entering Ignition Sequences
Entering the ignition sequence is similar to injection as follows:
Hexadecimal
0000
0101
0202
0303

Decimal
0
257
514
771

These numbers are entered into the ignition sequences:

For direct fire ignition sequences, the method is similar to sequential injection.

Distributor Ignition and Tachometer
meter
It is possible to combine wasted spark signals to create a tacho
tachometer or distributor coil signal. For a 4
cylinder engine, 2 ignition channels are needed, for a 6 cylinder, 3 ignition channels are needed.

For example, in a 4 cylinder engine, Igniter AE signal (IGTAEE see Rabbit ECU Due IO.pdf) and Igniter BF
signal (IGTBF) can both be added and output to Igniter CG (IGTCG).
The ignition sequence in this example is 0000 and 0202.
Looking
ing up the output number in the Rabbit ECU Due IO.pdf shows IGTCG is output 62.

Entering Multiplex Outputs
For the example above, set the multiplex settings as follows:

End of document. Happy DIY’ing with Rabbit ECU!

